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PROPERTY (H) IN LEBESGUE-BOCHNER FUNCTION SPACES
BOR-LUH LIN AND PEI-KEE LIN1
Abstract.
We prove that if a Banach space X has the property (HR) and if /, is not
isomorphic to a subspace of X, then every point on the unit sphere of X is a denting
point of the closed unit ball. We also prove that if X has the above property, then
Lp(p, X), 1 < p < oo, has the property (H).

1. Introduction. A Banach space is said to have the property (H) [1] (known also as
the Radon-Riesz property [10] or the Kadec-Klee property [3]) if every sequence of
norm-one elements that converges weakly to a norm-one element converges in norm.
M. A. Smith and B. Turett [10] proved that if (Í2, 2, ju.)is a measure space that is not
purely atomic and Lp(p, X), 1 < p < oo, has the property (H), then X is strictly
convex (R). They posed the following problem:
Question. If X is a strictly convex Banach space with property (H), does Lp(¡i, X),
1 < p < oo, have property (H)?
The purpose of this paper is to show that the answer to the above question is
affirmative when lx is not isomorphic to a subspace of X. Let us recall some other

definitions.
Every element in the unit sphere is a denting point of the

,„,

closed unit ball, i.e., if ||x0|| = 1 then x0 <£co(M(x0, e)) for
all e > 0 where M(x0, e) = [x e X: \\x\\ < 1 and ||jc - jc0|| >
e}.
If, for each e > 0 and z G X with ||z|| = 1, there exists

(MLUR)

8(z, e) >0 such that if x and y are in X with \\x\\ = \\y\\ = 1
and ||jc —y\\> e then \\x + y — 2z\\ > 8(z, e).

The properties (G) and (HR) were introduced by Ky Fan and I. Glicksberg [2].
They proved that (G) implies (HR) and that (G) and (HR) are equivalent when X is
reflexive. Midpoint local uniform convexity (MLUR) was introduced by K. W.
Anderson (see [10]). It is easy to see that it is equivalent to the following property:
If, for each e>0,
0 < a < /? < 1 and z e X with ||z|| = 1, there exists
S(z, e,a,ß) > 0 such that if x said y are in À'withHxH < 1, ||^|| < 1 and||j - x|| > e
then ||joc + (1 - v)y - z|| > S(z, e, a, ß) when a < v < ß.
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It is known that if X has the property (G), then X is (MLUR). On the other hand,
M. A. Smith [9] renormed lx such that it has the property

(HR), but it is not

(MLUR). M. I. Kadec [4] used H. P. Rosenthal's lx theorem to show that if X has the
property (HR) and if X does not contain lx, then X is (MLUR). We prove the
following two theorems.
Theorem

1. If X has the property (HR), and if lx is not isomorphic to a subspace of

X, then X has the property (G).
Theorem 2. Suppose X has the property (G). Then Lp(fi, X), 1 < p < oo, has the
property (H).

For more geometrical properties between X and Lp(p, X), we suggest the reader
consult [6 and 10]. We wish to thank Professor B. Turett for informing us of the

paper of Kadec [4].
2. Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that X is separable. Suppose X does not
have the property (G). Then there are x0 with ||x0|| = 1 and e > 0 such that
x0 G coM(x0, e) where M(x0, e) = [x g X: \\x — x0\\ > e and ||x|| < 1}. If x0
belongs to the weak closure of M(x0, e), since lx is not isomorphic to a subspace of
X, then there is a sequence (xn) in M(x0, e) which converges to x0 weakly [5]. Since
X has the property (H), (x„) converges to x0 in norm. This contradicts the fact
\\xn ~ xo\\ > £ f°r a^ n- S° there exist 5 > 0 and fx, f2,...,/„
in X* such that, if
x g M(x0, e), thcnfk(x) < fk(x0) —8 for some k < n. Let
Mk(x0,e)

= {x:x

G M(x0, e) andfk(x)

< fk(x0)

-8).

If x0 € co(Mx(x0, e) U M2(x0, e)), then there exist 8' > 0 and / g X* such that if
x g Mx(x0, e) U M2(x0, e) then f(x) < f(x0) - 8'. Hence, in this case, M(x0, e) =
\J?_3M¡(x0, e) U Mf(x0, e) where Mf(x0, e) = {x: x g M(x0, e), f(x) < f(x0) 8'}. So we may assume that
x0 G coM(x0,e)

and

there

exist sequences

= co(Mx(x0,

e) U A72(x0,e))

(xn) in Mx(x0, e), (yn) in M2(x0, e) and (a„)

0 < a„ < 1 such that limn^xanxn

+ (1 - a„)yn = x0. Obviously,

0 < lima„

This contradicts the fact that X is (MLUR). So X has the property (G).

with
< 1.

Q.E.D.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let (/„) be a norm-one sequence in Lp(p, X) which
converges weakly to a norm-one element/. Let g be an element in Lp(¡),, X)* such

that g(/)=l

= ||g||. Then

^L2\\\\fn(-)\\ + \\f(-)\\\\L^^Wn+f\\L^.X^h(fn+f)Since this last term converges to 1 and Lp(n), 1 < p < oo, is uniformly convex,
||/„(-)|| converges to ||/(-)|| in Lp(p). By passing to subsequence and perturbing the
sequence (/„), we may assume that ||/„(i)l| = 11/(011for all n g N and t g Q. Let

d(n,k)={t:\\fn(t)-f(t)\\>\\f(t)\\/k}.
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We claim that if lim„^KJ/¿(„,k)\\f(t)\\p dp = 0 for all k g N, then (/„) converges
to / in norm.

Given

ümn^acfd(n.k)\\f(t)\\p

e > 0, there is a k g N such that

\/k

< e/2.

Since

dp = 0, there exists N such that, if n > N, then

/

Jd(n.k)

\\f(t)\(dlL<e»/A».

Hence, if n > N, then

f\\f(t)-fn(t)(dp

=(

||/(0-fAt)ídp +f

<2>/

||/(0-/„(OÍ ¿M

\\f(t)\fdp+ J

\\f(t)\f/kpdn

ep
e"
< - + - < tp.
2"
2P

Now, suppose that (/„) does not converge to/in

norm; then there exist e > 0 and

k G N such that

/

11/(011dp > e for infinitelymanyn.

Jd(n,k)

By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that

f

Jd( n , k )

\\f(t)\\Pdp > e for all«.

Since (/„) converges to / weakly, for each m e N, there is (a"')^x

Ef^«r--1,
(E,^,1a,'"/,)^=1,

a,m>0

such that

and ||£fr1ai*7/ - /|| < 1/m, By passing to a sequence of

we may assume that (££?1a/m/<) converges to / a.e. Let X be the

probability given by

HA) = [ \\f(t)\fdn forain g 2.
Then X(d(n, k)) > e. For each m, let

( I "»

\

S(m)= i: S>r**,.*) (0>2
Since fYJ?"xa?xd(.i, *>(0 dX > e and X is a probability measure, A(5'(w)) > e/2. Let
5 = {í: i g 5(w) for infinitely many w}. Then A(5) # 0 and there is f' g S such

that (EfSv*r/i(0)S-i
converges to /(/')
t' G S(m), then Eic7.af > e/2 and

in norm. Let T= [n: t' g d(n, k)}. If

¿*,7,(0- isrI «,7,(0+ ;€T
E </,('')

Í-1

-ÍE«r)( E</,(0/ E«,
+[l<){l<w>)/L<)wer
>\i<£T
¡er
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Since||/,(r') -f(t')\\ > ||/(f')IIA, \\f,(OW=Jf(OW for all i g T and X has the
property (G), there is 8 > 0 such that if x G co{/■(/') I' e T) then ||jc - f(t')\\ > 8Since /' g S(m) infinitely often, there exist sequences (xn), (yn) and (a„) such that

IK - /(OH > 8 for all n,\>

a„> e/2 and

lim a„x„+{l

-an)yn=f(t').

n —*oo

This contradicts

the fact that Ä' is (MLUR). So /„ must converge to / in norm.

Q.E.D.
4. Since a Banach space X contains a copy of /, if and only if Lp(¡i, X),
1 < p < oo, contains a copy of lx [7], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3. If /, is not isomorphic to a subspace of X, then the following are
equivalent:
(i) X has the property (HR),
(ii) X has the property (G),
(iii) Lp(p, X), 1 < p < oo, has the property (HR),
(iv) Lp(p, X), 1 < p < oo, «as the property (G).
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